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E-LEARNING AT ENTERPRISES

Create motivational
incentives
Increase efficiency

Develop decision-making
skills

Online qualification made easy
The comprehensive knowledge portal for pipeline
construction and pipeline maintenance

www.unitracc.com

Comprehensive knowledge for your employees
You want to develop a corporate
culture which includes a continuous
and demand-oriented employee
qualification?
You want to acquaint young
employees with practical issues
quickly?
You want training contents that are
quality assured and recognized by
leading trade associations?

UNITRACC enables a targeted transfer of
knowledge through a structured design of
learning content on the topics of open cut
method, trenchless installation, rehabilitation,
inspection and much more.

The information, working and learning platform
UNITRACC provides answers to your questions.
24 hours, seven days a week UNITRACC provides
information, know-how and qualification content in
the office or at the construction site.
UNITRACC enables demand-oriented and independent
qualification of your employees on issues of design,
construction and operation of sewage disposal and
water supply networks.
Become a learning organization and increase your
efficiency and competitiveness.
UNITRACC provides you with the most current
information from the world of the sewer and pipeline
construction. Its daily expanding pool of information and sophisticated search provide background
knowledge referring virtually every industry-specific
question.

The UNITRACC method

3D illustrations
animations
videos

Virtual construction sites
Interactive visualization of
complex processes in the
daily routine of a construction
site

Lessons
Structured working and learning with lessons
composed with industry experience

more than 120 lessons composed with more
than 5,000 pages and numerous exercises
and questions
more than 10,000 photos, graphics, illustrations,
animations and videos
several 1,000 pages of technical reference
materials
numerous formulas and tables

Instructions
Developer and supplier
explain step by step the
use of procedures and
techniques

Documentations
Construction and
renovation processes
illustrated in detail

Technical books
Multimedia prepared expert knowledge based on
standard works of literature

UNITRACC knowledge portal including
multiple accounts for your employees*

monthly 150.00 €
supported by a tutor

available on request

certified professional
training

available on request

*The UNITRACC knowledge portal includes access codes for up to 5 employee-accounts. Please contact us for additional employee-accounts.
The minimum period of this offer is 12 months and the period of termination is 4 weeks. If the UNITRACC knowledge portal is not terminated within the
period prescribed, the contract is renewed for additional 12 months automatically. The cancellation requires a written form. Taxes are not included.

Registration of your employees
After you have purchased the UNITRACC training package
with us, your employees are only three steps away from the
use:

1

Visit www.unitracc.com

2

Perform the registration.

3

Redeem one of the received access codes.

Contact us!
Whether training on products, technical competence training,
mathematical tools or sustainable education and professional
training - visaplan and Prof. Dr.-Ing. Stein & Partner combine
to function as a leading provider of concepts and solutions
for web-based knowledge transfer, training and learning in
the civil engineering sector - particularly in the area of underground infrastructure.
By pooling of these key players in the fields of engineering,
computer science and media development, we provide you
all the building blocks for e-learning and knowledge management in the civil engineering sector.
On request we offer also individual learning packages and
support you in tutorial, evaluation and certification.
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Phone:
Fax:
Email:
Internet:

+49 234 5167-215
+49 234 5167-109
info@unitracc.de
www.unitracc.de
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visaplan GmbH
Mrs. Marisa Lange
Konrad-Zuse-Straße 6
44801 Bochum

